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“Uprising Kitchen” is an intriguing and entertaining cooking 
show in which a first-class chef, a housewife, and a novice 
compete to produce the best dish, with the experienced cooks 
facing unique challenges to even out the contest.
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A first-class chef, a housewife, and a novice compete to produce the best dish 
in the intriguing and entertaining cooking show “Uprising Kitchen”, in which 
experienced cooks face unique challenges to even out the contest. The format 
treats viewers to a cooking battle packed with fun, frustrations and ingenuity.

The three contestants are set the task of preparing a dish based on a shared 
theme, but their cooking expertise is reflected in their hugely contrasting 
budgets. While the amateur cook has $100 to spend on ingredients and the 
housewife has $20, the professional chef will have to make do with just $5!

Viewers are fascinated to see how much of a role money plays in the quality of 
the dishes they produce. Can the professional work magic with so little cash? 
Will the amateur’s riches win the day or does the housewife’s experience in 
the kitchen make the difference? They still face a series of further fascinating 
challenges that may determine the outcome of the contest.

The amateur has a large kitchen area in which to prepare their food, while the 
professional chef must make do with just a tiny counter, and the housewife 
has a medium-sized area. The novice will also have many more utensils to 
work with, while the chef struggles with only a few, testing their experience 
and ingenuity to the limit. 
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But there is another twist to spice up the contest. A unique lottery machine 
is located center stage between their workspaces. Air is pumped into the 
machine, sending challenge cards swirling around. Contestants stick a hand 
inside to grab a card with a message to make their rivals’ tasks harder or their 
own task easier.

A contestant may face the disadvantage of spending three minutes cooking 
using a pair of one-meter-long chopsticks or some other bizarre utensil. A card 
may also give a contestant the advantage of making a phone call to a friend 
for guidance or seeking the help of a jury member. But the master chef cannot 
pick a lottery card at all!

In a race against time, the contestants battle to produce the best dish they 
can. Their creation is then placed before a panel of judges. These gourmet 
experts give their verdicts on the culinary efforts, providing valuable feedback 
and deciding who has created the best dish, bringing joy or disappointment to 
the contestants.

“Uprising Kitchen” gives inspiration, not just to the contestants who must 
create appetizing dishes, but also to viewers who will think afresh about 
how they prepare meals at home. The audience will also get to know the 
contestants as they engage with the host, picking the favorite who they want 
to see win out in this unique culinary contest.  
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